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Abstract
The search employedby judicial
professionalswhenseekingfor past similar
legal decisions is knownas jurisprudence
research. Humansemploy analogical
reasoning whencomparinga given actual
situation with past decisions, noting the
affinities betweenthem. In the process of
being remindedof a similar situation when
faced to a newone, Case-BasedReasoning
(CBR) systems simulate analogical
reasoning. Judicial professionals havetwo
sources of jurisprudence research: books
and databasesystems.Thesearch in booksis
time-consumingand imprecise due to the
limitations of humans’memory.Available
text databasesystemsdo not guaranteethe
retrieval of useful documents.PRUDENTIA
is
the case-based reasoner tailored to the
Brazilian systemthat confers efficiency to
jurisprudence research. Judicial cases are
described with natural language text,
comprising a collection of textual
documents.Thesetexts are the experiences
that require case engineeringto be modeled
in a structured representation of cases. We
have developed an automatic means of
performingthe case engineering, that is,
converting legal texts into structured
representation of cases. Examples of
PRUDENTIA
demonstrate the power of
similarity-based retrieval in a textual CBR
systemagainst text database applications
improvingthe usefulness of the documents
retrieved.

1. Introduction
The issue of textual case-based reasoning comes
up when textual documents contain descriptions of
experiences of a given domain knowledge. A case should
express an experience, but cases also have to be
manipulated within the Case-Based Reasoning (CBR)
architecture. So, textual documentshave to be represented
as cases; texts should be referred to as the original source
of description of an experience, whereas cases are the
entities in a case-basedreasoner that permit experiencesto
be manipulated and retrieved. Allowing the proper
handling of such experiences demandsa more structured
representation of the experiences.
Eachexperience, or class of experiences, has to
be evaluated in order to be properly associated with the
goal task in a CBRsystem. Medical experiences might be
related to diagnostic tasks, while legal experiences may
relate to interpretation or classification.
Once the
reasoner’s task is defined, a knowledge engineer can
evaluate whether one or more classes of experiences
should be used as the knowledgesource of the system.
After defining the scope and the task of the system, it is
easier to envision a proper structure to represent the
chosen experiences.
Knowledge engineering
deals with the
acquisition and representation of domaintheory, rules of
thumb and any available knowledge that humanexperts
can provide and express. The way of facing an experience
within a given domain knowledge in terms of what to
highlight in a case representation is a controversial and
polemic issue. Narrowing such abstraction into more
specific problemsis an appropriate guideline. Hence, let
us discuss the viewpoint of representing experiences with
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cases within the legal domainand figure out somelessons
that maybe extendedto other fields.
The distinction between domaintheory and facts
of life has been pursued by several authors in Artificial
Intelligence and Law(AI&Law)such as Smith (1987,
1997a, 1997b), Branting (1991), Valente (1995). Trying
to discriminate between these two different aspects in
legal experiences has not proved efficient, as most of
these researchers are still searching for approachesthat
enable intelligent legal systems to succeed in real world
applications. Hence, we suggest to interpreting the legal
experiences in a very human fashion in instead of
separating domain theory from other aspects. Judicial
professionals are the experts that interpret and deal with
legal experiences. The lawyers’ expertise is indeed
interpreting legal texts that describe legal experiences.
Thus, this is the ability that might be represented in an
intelligent legal system: the lawyers’ expertise in
interpreting legal experiences. Consequently, the case
structure should follow guidelines that comprisethe legal
expert’s standpoints of the legal experiences, and the
knowledgeabout this interpretation is the object to be
elicited.
Once the structured representation of a case is
obtained through a knowledge engineering effort, the
problem results in mappingthe textual experiences that
embedthe case content into the structured representation
of cases. This conversion is what enables the development
of the PRUDENTIA
system, an interpretive case-based
reasoning system that retrieves the most useful cases to
support jurisprudence research. The ultimate goal of this
project is to provide judicial professionals with an
intelligent research tool enabling a quick and efficient
judicial system. Cases in this reasoner are descriptions of
legal decisions that are originally written in natural
language text. PRUDENTIA
searches for legal situations
that can be useful in teaching lessons to a newsituation.
The system returns similar situations that are found
through analogical reasoning simulated by the CBR
inference. This current version of PRUDENTIA
comprises
descriptions of 3,500 legal decisions that represent
knowledge source of jurisprudence research. The casebased reasoner performs analogical reasoning, comparing
a new legal situation to the legal decisions in the case
base, and returns a set of similar situations.

textual description as when reading the structured
representation.
Employing expert guidelines does not exclude
knownCBRguidelines to define an indexing vocabulary.
On the contrary, they transcend them. One basic
requirementis that the expert is able to envision the whole
collection of experiencesas to anticipate values for every
characteristic. Let us describe the methodologyapplied in
the developmentof the PRUDENT|A
system.
The system performs the same task as judicial
professionals
when searching for legal cases in
jurisprudence. Whenthis task is performed by human
experts, they conduct the search by comparing an
interpretation of a given legal situation to interpretations
of the legal descriptions. Experts seek for similar legal
situations that mightprovide insights to the newsituation.
Humanexperts employ reasoning by analogy (Durkin,
1994) when performing this task. Therefore, CBRis the
appropriate technology to accomplishthe task of research,
as the only intelligent paradigmthat simulates analogy.
The result of the developmentof this large CBRsystem is
equivalent to furnishing a humanexpert with the memory
capacity and speed of a computer.
Jurisprudence research is employedand required
in several activities within the legal domain. The legal
profession embodies different activities ranging from
adjudication and consultation to legal administration and
education. Predominantactivities of judicial professionals
can be categorized into different fields of legal activity:
legal planning, argumentation, adjudication, legal
management,legal analysis, teaching and legislation,
amongothers.
In the legal activity of adjudication, judges are
subject to a methodologysupported by laws to building
sentencing. In this methodology,one of the requirements
is that judges must use jurisprudence research as part of
the process of stating and supporting their decisions.
Meanwhile,defense attorneys and prosecutors attempt to
prove their points,
laying the groundwork of
argumentation on jurisprudence. Within most of these
activities, jurisprudence research stands as a relevant tool
that augments the correctness of every task. Effective
jurisprudence research promotesa just society.
The focus of our research is Brazilian
jurisprudence. The Brazilian system of law is civil law,
which is derived from Romanlaw and which is practiced
in most Europeancountries. Civil law has organized codes
as the main source of law. This systems differs from the
commonlaw system of America and England in which the
basic source is case-by-case judicial decisions. In the
Brazilian system, decisions are consequently one source
of the Lawbut it is not the mostimportantone.
As the source for legal decisions, we are focusing
on legal decisions produced for criminal appeals by the
State Court of Justice (SCJ) of Santa Catarina intermediate appellate court - in the period from 1990to
1996. SCJ records from this period consist of 17.2 Mbof
3,447 machine readable complete descriptions of legal

2. MappingTexts into Cases in the Legal
Domain
Our specific problem is mapping a textual
description of a legal experience into a structured
representation under the guidelines provided by expert
knowledge. The guidelines impose goals and constraints
to keep the structured representation consistent with the
expert interpretation of a legal experience. In practical
terms, the correct representation must result in legal
experts comprehendingthe same content whenreading the
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cases (not only abstracts). Theserecords comprise 2.5x106
words, with 107 characters. These descriptions are the
basic entity of our application. They describe the
experiences that are the cases in the CBRsystem.

modelingthe new legal situation in the same fashion as
cases in the case base. The system then comparesthe new
legal situation - henceforthreferred to as target case - to
every candidate case in the case base. A similarity metric
measuresthe value of each similarity that is used to sort
candidate cases to comprise the outcomeof an iteration.
The next sections present the participating processes and
issues in the implementationof PRUDENTIA.
The case base comprises the collection of cases
and the mechanisms used to connect cases to the
architecture. Organizational structure in CBRtheory
refers to the waycases are organized in the case base. In
PRUDENTIA
we make use of a formlike representation of
cases that are organized in a flat structure. The flat
organization of cases is implementedthrough a relational
database, allowing a great amountof cases in the case
base. Cases in this reasoner are modeledwith a formlike
representation, i.e., a set of fields (attributes) properly
valued.
The case engineering problem starts from a
textual description of a legal experience that has to be
mapped into a structured representation
under the
guidelines provided by expert knowledge. The guidelines
impose goals and constraints that keep the structured
representation in accordancewith an expert interpretation
of a legal experience. In practical terms, the correct
representation
must result in most legal experts
comprehendingthe same content whenreading the textual
description as whenreading the structured representation.

3. Mapping Legal Decisions into Cases in
PRUDENTIA
The presence of stereotypical substructures in the
legal texts facilitates
the process of performing the
automatic mappingof the experiences into cases. Branting
& Lester (1996) suggested rhetoric structures of legal
documents what oriented us in the definition
of
substructures that can easily relate to someaspects of each
experience. Experts can associate each substructure to
some important information that can be used to value
features in a formlike representation of cases.
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Figure 1. Systemarchitecture.
The conversion of textual experiences into
structured representations of cases is performed through
the steps of organizing the textual experiences in
functional
substructures
and associating
these
substructures
with features in a formlike case
representation. Since we have small parts of texts where
some information can be extracted, the problem is no
longer CBRrelated, but fromthis point is instead a natural
language problem.
PRUDENTIA’S
basic architecture is laid out in
Figure 1. The inference starts with the identification of a
new legal situation.
This occurs when a judicial
professional performingusual legal activities encounters a
newlegal situation that requires jurisprudence research.
The legal professional starts a session in PRUDENTIA
with
an interpretation of this newlegal situation in mind. The
systemattempts to elicit the new legal situation from the
user’s mind through the process of situation assessment.
Situation assessment methodsinfer values to assign the
attributes in the formlike representation of system’s cases,

The formlike representation consists of a set of
attributes that embodythe content and context of the
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experience in which the knowledge will be conveyed.
Everyattribute properly valued represent a descriptor that
supports case representation. Attributes in PRUDENTIA
are:
petition type, number, reporter, district, page, date,
foundation (1,n) [for 1 to n values], theme (1,n),
secondary laws, category, result, unanimity. These
attributes are describednext in Table 1.
The indexing vocabulary is the essence of
retrieval.
Essential indexes are those that are
indispensable in guaranteeing similarity assessment
success and consequentlyensuring an efficient retrieval.
Foundation and theme comprise the set called essential
indexes. The qualification proposed for such indexes
stemsfrom their nature and relevancies in retrieval.
Basic indexes consist of values for attributes
category and petition type and at least two values of
essential indexes. The basic indexes constitute the
minimumsubset of indexes needed to start the situation
assessment process. Hence, we consider these basic
indexes as the minimumvalues to represent an experience
within the current context.

have multiple (1,n) values. The methods that make
possible the indexing assignment of each attribute are
presented next.
The value for petition type is extracted directly
without any expert knowledgebecause the second line in
the heading of legal texts begin with this value. Only a
confirmation that the complete expression is extracted is
required. This is performed by checking the list that
comprises 204 petition types. This same procedure is
executed for other attributes in the substructure heading,
that are reporter, date, district, numberand page.
Categoryrefers to the law that has originated the
lawsuit, e.g., a felony or a misdemeanor.The format of the
attribute is one of a list of wordsthat represent the title of
the article or the law. Thepossibility to value the attribute
with the number of the article or law is future work.
Meanwhile, we use the number of the law as a means of
eliciting the textual value for the attribute.
The method for category starts
on the
substructure body:categorization. This substructure is a
paragraphthat usually brings the specific article, law and
source. It is written in a sequencefollowing the district
where the felony has been committed and after an
expression equivalent to "for infringing articles 26 &97
of Penal Code"(e.g., penal code).
The methodextracts the law and its source and
translates the informationto the title of the category. In
the current application, this process has ascribed values in
about 2,600 cases. The remaining texts do not contain the
law specified and we have to turn to the followingstage.
The second process in this methodis held by a
search on the substructure abstract:main. This second
stage searches for the title of the category that is fed by
the results in first stage, complementinginformation
reused in former versions. This process resulted in another
800 cases with values for category. The 100 left were
given back to the experts for evaluation. Again, here we
face a difficult problem: recognizing whena given value
is not present in the original text. This happensat times in
appeals that are rejected without detailed considerations.
The incremental process continues until every case is
properly valued.
Index foundation represents legal aspects or
material facts that substantiate an appeal or its decision. A
different strategy is deployed to extract values for
foundation: direct search for lists of expressions in the
respective substructures. The most relevant values for
foundation are usually given in the abstract:main. Others
are found in substructure body:conclusion. Therefore, we
mine first in
abstract:main
and afterwards in
body:conclusion.
The very interesting hint concluded from the
knowledgeacquisition is that somespecific expressions
simply cannot mean anything else but a foundation,
especially if they are mentionedin certain portions of the
text. Thus, experts comeup with heuristics where we can
assume that an expression such as first offender or

4. Natural Language, Information
Extraction and Template Mining
Text-based applications of Natural Language
Understanding deal with several issues, amongthem, the
one of extracting information from texts. Information
Extraction (IE) is the area concerned with extracting
specific types of information from large volumes of
unrestricted text containing information in some domain
(Lehnert, 1993, 1994, 1996). An IE system must be input
with domainguidelines that specify what to find and what
to extract. Withinthis field of knowledge,one very simple
and easy-to-use technique that has proven efficient is
Template Mining.
Template Mining is a NLP technique that
extracts data from texts whenthe text forms recognizable
patterns from the target to be extracted or its
surroundings. A template carries information on what to
search in the text and it is triggered to extract the parts
indicated (Lawsonet. al., 1996).
Employing template mining to the rhetorical
substructures defined in the textual documentsrepresents
a solution to the conversion of legal textual experiences
into structured cases. Templatemining methodssearch the
substructures of the texts extracting values that are used to
ascribe features in the structured cases, representing and
indexing them. Next, we briefly describe the methods
employedto extract values to the followingattributes.
4.1 Extraction of Values for Indexing
Assignment
Cases in PRUDENTIA are represented through a
formlike representation that comprises the attributes as
described above. Mostattributes are single, i.e., receive
one single value, while indexes theme and foundation can
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negligencenecessarily indicates a foundation if it appears
in those substructures.
However, some expressions have the semantic
meaningguaranteed whenextracted from the abstract that
does not hold for the substructure body. Hence, this
methodhas an intermediate stage that treats some words
depending on the substructure they have been extracted
from. Examples would be expressions such as blame and
different conjugations of the verb to confess that reveal
their relevance in that decision if they are mentionedin
the substructure abstract. These expressions within body
may be simply part of an explanation, not necessarily
indicating an important issue within the context of the
decision.
The attribute foundation is multiple-valued. This
is because it is an attribute responsible for representing
every aspect grounding the appeal. Moreover, we search
for expressions in different substructures resulting in a
large numberof values. However,it is possible that, in
some cases, there are only one or two values for
foundation.
After extracting a number of values from a
collection of cases, experts have noticed the resemblance
between some words. The list of expressions had to be
reviewed by experts whoindicated expressions that work
as synonymswithin the legal context. For instance, the
words jail, custody, prison and penitentiary;
and
sometimes the verb to arrest. This list of synonyms
improves efficiency augmenting the retrieval of useful
cases in a humanfashion.
In the current prototype, the process started from
the reutilization of the list of expressions of the former
ones. The incremental process took place until every case
was properly valued.
The index secondary laws refers to articles of
laws that are mentioned throughout the texts. This may
happenwhena different categorization is pursued or, for
instance, whenno substantial matter is to be considered
due to an annulmentcaused by someerror of law. The law
errors are usually indicated by the respective law.
The law articles mayindicate arguments used by
one of the parts in validating assumptions. The different
sources of law demanda two dimensional valued attribute
represented at the level of the numberof the article or law
and the source, such as Article 12 of Federal Constitution.
Values for secondary laws are not searched in
any specific substructure, but in the whole text. The
methodis implemented
by first extracting the articles that
refer to the categorization, since they are the value of the
attribute category. Then, we select only portions of the
text that contain numbers.Templateminingis used to find
the valid sources after expressions, such as article and its
variations, throughwild cards.
In the substructure abstract, the last paragraph
starts with a sentence where the value for unanimity can
be extracted: abstract:result.
In the occurrence of a
dissenting opinion, the text reads under majority of votes.
There might be at most ten inflections to express such

characteristic,
making it very simple. The value for
unanimity is Boolean, because a decision is either
unanimousor not.
There are different fashions to express if a
petition has been affirmed or not, and these forms vary in
correspondencewith the type of petition. The substructure
in the texts is very stereotypical.
The knowledge
acquisition was carried out for the second prototype for
habeas corpus and criminal appeals. As the forms of
indicating the result vary in accord with the petition type,
we were able to implement only one method. The method
selects the substructure abstract:result and runs a kind of a
demorule verifying the petition type and orienting to a
specific knowledge base where the respective list of
expressionsis.
This is the only methodthat was implementedin
Prolog, as the use of logic programmingturned out to be
moreefficient than the use of wild cards for this attribute.
Except for the rules and the design of different knowledge
bases, this methodis not amenableto template mining for
single expressions. The expressions resulting from the
knowledgeacquisition process yielded expressions that
demandeda NLPtreatment.
The first requirementfor the rules related to the
result is the petition type, becausethe result dependsupon
the petition type, and the result may be expressed with
different terms. For instance, in petitions for habeas
corpus, the verb used to express its acceptance is
conceder (concede, affirm, accept), whereas the verb
denegar(refute, reject) is used to reject the petition.
different types of petitions, other verbs are employedto
express acceptance, such as the verb prover, that is a
synonymof accept although it is not used in certain types
of petitions.
This information is obtained by the
knowledgeacquisition step. It narrows the problem in a
such a waythat we can drawrules as, "If petition type is
habeas corpus then search in the substructure
abstract:result for the verbs concederand denegar".
This example demonstrates the use of expert
knowledgein orienting the search for the proper values in
the text. The system is designed to return a warningif a
value is not found. Whenevera new expression is used by
a reporter avoiding the system to trigger any rule, the
systeminforms this failure and a newrule is created. This
device guarantees efficiency and aids the maintenance of
the system.
The index theme refers to some secondary
aspects or circumstances that characterize cases. The
complexityof these indexes stems from the fact that they
were defined to complete the universe of the attributes in
describing the content and context of the experiences on
legal decisions. Values for attribute theme that maybe
present in a legal case can be groupedinto classes of the
same nature: the class of tests required (mental health
evaluation required, evaluation of drug dependency
required); the class of application (application for
abatement, application for suspension, application for
abatement);the class of external context (traffic accident,
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strikes, penalty reduction). The assignmentof values for
this index completes the task of automatic index
assignment, as the definition of this attribute has
completedthe task of case representation.
In the current prototype, this index has been
valued via template mining applied to the selected
portions of substructures abstract:main and body. The
incremental process of knowledgeacquisition was used on
5%of the cases. This is the only attribute to which an
alternative methodwas conceived, i.e., the reuse of cases
with elaboration.

forcing the users to read each text to decide their utility.
The low precision of these systems causes the retrieval of
manyuseless documentsincreasing difficulty of the task.
Text databases evaluation of efficiency can be performed
by two parameters: recall and precision Salton (1975).
Recall is the proportion of useful documents that are
actually retrieved from the base. Precision refers to the
ratio of actually useful documents that are retrieved.
Databasesystems have been found to be limited to a recall
of 25% of relevant cases (Blair and Maron, 1985),
meaningthat the user has to read all the texts retrieved to
conclude that only 25%are useful. The low quality of the
retrieval maybe dangerousin the legal domainwhere real
relevant issues are underquestion.
The low accuracy of text databases might result
fromthe use of statistical methodsof indexing. Statistical
methods do not use knowledge, i.e., they select terms
depending upon their frequency of occurrence. By
contrast, the similarity-based retrieval employedin CBR
systems is essentially based on knowledge. A knowledgebased indexing process guarantees more efficiency,
because precision increases as the indexes guiding
similarity and retrieval are chosen with expertise
knowledgeincreasing the chances of retrieving useful
experiences. A statistical
indexing might select two
indexes that are two versions of the same expression,
increasing the importance of the documentsthat use the
two versions and decreasing the chances of an equally
similar document that may have used only one version.
Moreover, knowledge-basedindexing avoids low levels of
precision since the chances of retrieving useless
experiences decrease.

5. Retrieving and Reusing Experiences
Case retrieval results from the similarity
assessment performed between each candidate case and
the target case. Similarity assessment follows expert
guidelines in terms of comparingand contrasting relevant
values to the proper interpretation of the content of the
legal experiences. The fact that similarity assessment is
employedat the level of the values indicated by experts
ensure a reliable comparison.The legal expert is the only
one who knowswhat makes a legal experience similar to
another. Followingexperts’ guidelines ensures an effective
similarity assessment.
Besides indicating
at what dimensions to
compareexperiences, experts also specify howto compare
themin terms of a range of similarity. For instance, if two
values are absolutely different or similar, the values
assigned are 0 and 1, respectively; if they are very similar
is assigneda value .8.
The advantage of comparing legal experiences
under expertise guidance is that it reduces the gap
betweenusefulness and similarity. Useful experiences are
more likely to be reused. Experts can indicate what types
of values better index cases in order to explore their
usefulness for further reuse. The representation of
experiences throughstructured cases results in an abstract
interpretation of the experience, another advantage in
comparisonto database approaches.

7. Examples
A new session in PRUDENT1A
begins with a
research issue brought up by a judicial professional
performing any legal activity. This legal expert becomes
the expert user that uses PRUDENTIA
to perform an
intelligent jurisprudence research to figure out lessons and
solutions to a given legal situation carried in mind.
The first goal of the systemis to elicit this new
situation from the expert user’s mind. The user is first
askedto fill out values for petition type and category and
then asked to write downa brief summaryof the situation
that originated the session.

6. Textual CBRvs. Text Databases
The structured representation provided by the
knowledgeengineering effort results in an interpretation
of the legal experiences proving another advantage
besides enabling the similarity assessment between
experiences.
The valued features
comprise an
interpretation - an abstraction - that aims at providing to
the expert the same information as the original text does.
This results in a huge time savings, as experts and users
do not need to read the whole textual description to
understand and evaluate the usefulness of a given
experience to the current problem.
Text databases employstatistical indexing that
serves exclusively the purpose of retrieving cases. Text
databases retrieve the whole texts from each query,

7.1 Example possession
In this example, the summary of the legal
situation reads as follows:
"The defendant wants to
appeal from his convictions of illegal possession of drugs
based on the small quantity of cocaine confiscated that
indicates the absence of commercialpurposes".
From the summary written by the user, the
situation assessment process in PRUDENTIAis able to
assign values for indexes as follows:
petition type =
criminal appeal
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category =
illegal possessionof drugs
foundation (1)
commercial purpose
foundation (2)
confiscated
theme (1)
quantity of drug
theme (2)
cocaine
In the present example, the system considers the
indexes assigned to be sufficient and uses these values to
create the target case. The retrieval results in two cases
valued with 100%similarity. The system offers an option
where you can see all descriptors of the selected case.
This is a very important feature because one of the
complaints of users of available database systems is the
necessity of reading the whole legal decision in order to
identify the its usefulness. The way cases are modeled
provides to the user the sameresult as a brief reading of
the text.
If the user is motivated by a client who is
researching for an appeal, one of the aspects to check is
whether both cases scored with 100 had a positive result,
meaningthat the appeal was affirmed. Usually, a positive
result is more likely to indicate a direction for the user
whowants an affirmative result, while negative results can
warnof possible failures. In this case, the first rankedcase
is the only positive, thus this is the natural choice of
conducting research.
This examplebrings up the issue of whether the
attribute result should be used as an index. A retrieval
entailing result as an index wouldcause retrieval with
higher scores in cases in compliance with the result
desired in target case. These are two combinations of
indexesthat should be left to the user to decide.

The user should not stop the research process
yet. There are two waysto continue: either searching for a
secondsimilar case with an affirmative result, or selecting
visually by looking at the attributes of the first ranked
retrieved cases.
Looking at the attributes that summarize the
content of other cases, the user notes the fifth best ranked
also has a positive result and has a value for foundation
(2) = annulment. This suggests taking a closer look
other attributes and at the text. The interface showingthe
retrieved cases keeps a small windowwith part of the
decision of the selected case. The fifth case in the rank,
describes an explanation for an annulment, i.e., lack of
consciousness of the intention to sell the drug. Taking a
secondlook at the case attribute values, it is foundthat the
value of theme (6) is violation of principle. Fromthe
decision, the user extracts another lesson to support
argumentation, that is, "the violation of the correlation
principle between sentencing and indictment nullifies
decision".
The exampledemonstrates howeasy it is for the
judicial professional to perform effective jurisprudence
research using PRUDENTIA.
The example above also
highlights the usefulness of keeping values for attributes
that are lessons and not necessarily only indexes to guide
retrieval. Let us nowcomparea similar search in a text
database.
7.2 Comparison I
The first point of comparison refers to the
selection
of keywords to compose a query. The
knowledge-basedinterpretation in PRUDENTIA
provides a
lexicon that allows wordsto be identified automatically by
the system. That is, whenthe user types a small abstract of
the situation, the systemis able to recognizeif there are
words that are part in the lexicons. The closest procedure
in a text database wouldbe a manualsearch in the fields
of wordsthat occur in each field.
In the text database, the user has to composea
query. Let us build a query with the same words as the
values assigned in the examplein PRUDENTIA.
The query
is as shownin Figure 3:

is
I

Besides the fact that the quantity of the drug
undersized, there are the lack of other elements to
I
authorize the conviction in terms of the article 12 from
I
the Lawnumber 6.368/76, such as the identification ofl
any witnesses that could have or had purchased the drug
as well as devices usually used in drugtraffic.
Figure 2. Excerpt fromlegal decision text.
The view of the formlike representation of the
selected case allows the user to understand and interpret
the case without reading it. With such a knowledge-based
interpretation of the experience, the user can decide
whether or not to reuse such experience. In the current
example, the user considers the context of the
interpretation worthyof further reading.
Fromreading the legal decision, the user selects
the excerpt laid out in Figure 2, since it teaches an
important lesson. The excerpt in Figure 2 is a paragraph
that states that besides the tiny quantity of drug, there are
still other elements missing that are necessary to form a
conviction in terms of the applicable law. The missing
elements mentioned could be the identification
of a
witness who has actually acquired drugs from the
defendant or even a device (such as a precision scale)
used for commercialpurposes.

"criminal appeal" cocaine confiscated commercial
I
purposeillegal possessionof drugs ’ quantity of drug"
Figure 3. Queryfor example"possession".

I

This query resulted 23 documents. The user now
has 23 legal decisions to read in order to decide on their
possible usefulness to the initial situation. Accordingto
Blair and Maron’sevaluation, these 23 results indicate that
there might be as manyas 100 useful decisions in this
base. Wecan agree with this estimate because:
¯ . Possible misspellings
have not been
considered;
°. Documentsfrom other types and categories are
not retrieved, since there is no partial matching;
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°. Keywords are used at the same level of
importance;
°. Mistakesare possible in building the query.
One solution to possible misspellings is the use
of wild cards. However,even whenavailable, wild cards
delay the time of search significantly.
The database
system illustrated does not allow more than one wild card
at the same query. Moreover, even if the system allowed
as manywild cards as necessary, the user would have to
look at the field of words manually, searching for every
variation of occurrence of each word, a time-consuming
job that few users wouldbear.
The query comprises an ANDconnector causing
retrieval of only those documentsthat actually carry every
word in it. This avoids the retrieval of any documentthat
might have at least one alternative value for an index.
Accordingto expert interpretation, a documentcontaining
the same list of expressions with even two or three swaps
might be also useful. An alternative would be the use of
queries with other connectors such as OR, and XORthat
are also available. The use of XOR
is also exclusive and
the connector ORwouldresult in a cost-benefit paradox,
since the moredocumentsare allowed to be retrieved, the
loweris the precision.
The problem is indeed the equivalence in the
participation of indexes in the query. The expressions do
not contribute equally in building a content and this is
what prevents retrieval of a set of documentssorted by
their relevancy.
Finally, we have to consider that even one wrong
digit is enoughto lower recall of a query. The chances of
makingmistakes increases with larger queries. The text
database system showedin the example, for instance, does
not have enough space to show intermediate results in
large queries. Weconclude that this system was not
engineered with this purpose.
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Figure 4. Retrieved cases from the example"desertion".
The fifth case ranked is labeled with number
28.271 in the first column(henceforth referred to as legal
decision 28.271). This case is categorized
as
embezzlement.Readingthe text we find that the decision
affirms the defendant’s appeal for nullity because the
defendant had not been subpoenaed since he was already
in custody due to a civil imprisonment.This is the lesson
that justifies this case as a useful one to the research and
demonstrates the case deserves the position amongthe
best retrieved cases.
7.4

Comparison
Supposing that the same situation from the
example desertion that originated this research had
motivated a similar research in a text database system.
The user has to build a query, and the same values that
were assigned in PRUDENTIA
are used as keywords,
namelycriminal appeal, child desertion, goodcause, civil
imprisonment.
There are two ways of using keywords in text
databases: as primary indexes that partition the base; and
as simple keywords, that search for every occurrence in
the base. Values of the category, foundation, and theme
may occur in any document associated to any type of
petition. Hence,it seemsthat the type of petition should
always be used as a primary index in order to reduce the
possible number of documents retrieved. Conversely, if
one tries to use the type of petition as a keyword,it will
cause retrieval of every occurrence of this expression,
even in documentsof different types.
Using special designated fields as primary
indexes always decreases precision in favor of a better
recall. Therefore, to have a similar result for the research
as the one obtained in PRUDENTIA,
the search could not
exclude other values of category, for instance, because
that wouldavoid the retrieval of useful case such as the
legal decision 28.271 described in the previous example.

7.3 Example desertion
Anotherexamplerefers to the legal situation that
originates the research has the following basic indexes:
petition type =
criminal appeal
category =
child desertion
good cause
foundation (1)
civil imprisonment
theme (1)
Retrievedcases are laid out in Figure 1. Thefifth
columnis indicates the category. The first seven cases are
categorized with child desertion except for the fifth one.
This emphasizesthe question upon the reasons that might
have caused this case to be retrieved. Even before viewing
the attribute values or the legal decision, we concludethat
this might be one case wherethe content is so similar that
its importancegrows in relation to the category. This is
enoughto assumethat this case might be useful to the new
situation.
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knowledgewas facilitated by the advent of writing and it
has becomeeven easier with the computing technology.
Hence, the problem of accessing information has only
come up as larger amounts of information were stored.
Retrieving the information demands a computational
solution, but this solution should consider humanneeds
and approaches to retrieving information and knowledge
It seems appropriate to consider a solution that embeds
the representation of someaspect of humancognition such
as the analogical reasoning.
Textual CBRsystems outperform text database
systems in efficiency in retrieving knowledge and
information from texts. The advantage of CBRsystems
stems mainly from the knowledge-based approach to
indexingthat is the essence of similarity-based retrieval.
Since statistical
methods select only indexes with a
mediumratio of occurrence, terms that appear very often
or very seldom maynot be selected. In addition, terms
with similar meanings might be selected misleading
retrieval results. This seemsto be the main reason of the
low efficiency of such systems that supports the use of
knowledge-basedsystems to the legal domain.
The use of a case-based reasoning system to
retrieve textual documentsis a meansof representing the
knowledge-based part of the search through AI
technologies. In comparison with the use of a text
database system, parts such as the construction of a query
and the definition of the relative importance of the
documentsare automated. This increases efficiency since
the search is not subject to humanerrors. Moreover,the
intelligent
system is consistent concerning domain
knowledge.

8.

Concluding
Remarks
Initially, we have developed a prototype using
only court decisions on habeas corpus petitions in murder
lawsuits to demonstrate the potential of a case-based
reasoner to retrieve legal cases. The descriptors that
indexed the cases were chosen attempting to capture
strengths and weaknesses of the texts to provide
usefulness in retrieval. The first prototype was developed
in an application developmenttool and was tested with 22
cases.
The response from legal experts motivated us to
develop a reasoner able to embodyall types of legal
decisions. The legal experts suggested relevant descriptors
and somefeatures to the interface. They also suggested a
feature to performnewretrievals based on a smaller set of
descriptors to be chosen by the user. The requirements of
domain expert knowledge became evident in the
developmentof the CBRproblem areas such as similarity
assessment and situation assessment. The implementation
of the reasoner is essentially guided by expert domain
knowledge.
The second prototype was then developed for
two petition types in the criminal area: criminal appeals
and habeas corpus. The case base comprises 138 cases
that have been modeledsemi-automatically.
The third prototype, PRUDENTIA
Prototype III
embodies a collection of 3,500 cases that have been
autonomously converted into cases. The cases represent
the experience of all criminal appeals that were submitted
in the State Court of Santa Catarina in the period from
1990 to 1996.
The next stages will be to generate a case base,
first for all habeascorpus petitions in this sameperiod and
next for all other petitions in the criminal area. This step
will increase the size of the case base to approximately
10,000, and the knowledgealready elicited will be reused.
The required knowledgeacquisition will focus on legal
aspects related to the newcategorizations of the remaining
sub-domains. These next stages focus on improving
execution time and precision.
The next big effort in knowledge acquisition
takes place in the beginning of the modelingof decisions
underthe civil area. The inclusion of civil decisions in the
case base comprises a new implementation of the
methodology.As explained in section 5.2, the incremental
process starts from reusing knowledgefrom the previous
implementations and performs new knowledgeacquisition
processes while it is necessary. In the assignment of the
foundation, most formal principles are reused. Concerning
circumstantial values, new issues must be considered since
there will be nothing such as murder weapon. However
intention to cause harmis the same intention to commita
crime.
The knowledge embedded in texts has to be
madeavailable for future use. The problem of retrieving
information and knowledge from texts stems from the
increasing amount of information and knowledge that
humankindmust deal with. Storing such information and
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